The systematic and proactive development of human resources is of major importance in organizations that rely heavily on the competencies of their employees when engaging in innovative endeavors. Human capital, however, is not only a resource required for conducting research, but also the eventual result of that research. When selecting a research portfolio, the decision-maker thus needs to take into consideration both current and future competence requirements, as well as other financial and non-financial objectives and constraints. We introduce a proper multicriteria decision support system (MCDSS) that first determines the set of Pareto-efficient solutions and then allows the decision-maker to interactively filter and/or explore this set in various ways. Its practical application is demonstrated by means of a showcase at the Electronic Commerce Competence Center (EC3) in Vienna, Austria.
Introduction
Technology-intensive companies or research-focused institutions must be able to identify promising new projects at an early stage so that the necessary resources can be allocated to these activities. As these organizations more often than not rely on the competencies of their employees, they typically are not first and foremost concerned with the financial resources to be distributed amongst a set of research and development (R&D) project opportunities, but rather with the allocation of human capital. The reason for this lies in the fact that available expertise (i. e., competence) primarily determines whether a research or innovation endeavor is successful or if it is doomed to fail because of a (not appropriately anticipated) lack of critical intellectual capabilities of some sort. The project portfolio selection at hand thus also includes the staff assignment 1, 2 as well as the proper scheduling of project proposals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , thus creating a challenging decision-making task. This task becomes all the more intriguing due to the dual nature of human capital, which is both a resource indispensable for conducting research and innovation, as well as the eventual result of these activities. Therefore, the problem is characterized by incommensurate and conflicting objectives, such as financial criteria (e. g., costs), performance and, particularly, the competence levels achieved in a number of competence categories (or combinations thereof). Methods from the field of multicriteria decision-making come into play, as a unique optimal decision does not typically exist, but numerous decisions may be suitable.
Many early portfolio selection models were based on an optimization approach.
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Given a number of projects and a pool of resources, the portfolio was optimized by converting its projects' attributes into a single (utility) value. However, the reality of decision aiding is that the client quite often does not have a very clear idea of the problem, at least not clear enough to allow the identification of a model of rationality. 8 For this reason, modern multicriteria decision support systems (MCDSS) aim at facilitating decision-makers (DMs) in a process of learning about an issue and about their own and other stakeholders' perspectives on and preferences relating to that issue. To this end, visual interactive displays are acknowledged to be the most powerful means of communications for the majority of people.
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In this paper, we introduce a new MCDSS that was designed for competencedriven project portfolio selection and applied at the Electronic Commerce Competence Center (EC3) in Vienna, Austria. A two-step procedure is used to obtain a preferred solution: in the first phase, the DM specifies relevant monetary and non-monetary criteria (e. g., expected value for EC3 members, acquired third-party funding or competence levels in crucial competence categories). The MCDSS then determines the set of (Pareto-) efficient portfolio solutions or at least an approximation thereof. In the second phase, the system supports the DM in exploring the solution space until he/she finds the portfolio that provides the individually "best" (i. e., most attractive) mix of objective values. To this end, we have implemented several interactive graphical user interfaces that provide insights from different points of view and/or to different levels of detail.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a formal description of the underlying multicriteria portfolio selection, scheduling and staffing with learning ("MPSSSL") problem. In Section 3, we introduce the interactive MCDSS while Section 4 illustrates its application in a real-world setting. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a summary and an outlook on further research.
Competence-driven Project Portfolio Selection

Problem formulation
The problem encompasses a project portfolio selection decision on an upper decision level and a project scheduling and staff assignment decision on a lower level. The upper-level decision consists in the choice of a subset of projects, taken from a given set of candidates i = 1, . . . , n. For the following description (formal details can be found in Refs. 10, 11) , let the binary indicator variable y i take the value 1 if project i is to be selected, and the value 0 otherwise. Let y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ). Projects can be partitioned into tasks, which are indexed by k = 1, . . . , K; we assume that each task k belongs to exactly one project i, whereas a project i can consist of one or several tasks. Further, each task k has an assigned ready time and an assigned due date.
The decision has to be made in consideration of certain required human competencies r = 1, . . . , R. We call that part of a task k that requires a particular competency r the work package with index (k, r). It is assumed that task k requires a (so-called "ideal") work time of d kr in competency r, where d kr is given in advance. We consider a fixed team of employees j = 1, . . . , m. For each employee j, it is supposed that his/her efficiency in each competency r can be quantified as a value γ jr , measuring the fraction of ideal work in competency r that he/she is able to deliver within given time, compared to the work of an employee with a "perfect" ability in the respective competency r. If employee j with efficiency γ jr works for x jkr time units in work package (k, r), he/she reduces the ideal work time required for work package (k, r) by the amount γ jr · x jkr .
On the lower decision level, given a decision on a project portfolio, the workload corresponding to the single work packages must be assigned to the staff over time. A fixed planning interval consisting of T periods is considered. Periods are indexed by t = 1, . . . , T . (Typically, a period consists of one month.) Period t starts at time t − 1 and ends at time t. Decision variable x kjrt denotes the amount of real work time in work package (k, r) assigned to employee j in period t. Since efficiencies will be considered as variable over time, we write γ jrt instead of γ jr in the following, indicating the dependency on time t.
The degree to which an employee j possesses a certain competency r at time t is quantified by a real value z jrt , which we call the competence score. We assume that by learning, z jrt increases when employee j works in a project requiring competency r, and that z jrt diminishes due to the so-called knowledge depreciation effect when employee j is not active in competency r. Initial values z jr1 of the competence scores in period 1 are assumed as given. More specifically, we assume:
• The efficiency values γ jrt depend on the competence scores z jrt via an increasing function ϕ mapping the real line into the interval [0, 1]: γ jrt = ϕ(z jrt ). Following literature on organizational learning 12, 13 , we assume that ϕ can be modeled by a logistic function with suitably calibrated parameters.
• The competence score z jrs of employee j in competency r increases from time s = t − 1 to time s = t by the amount
where η r ≥ 0 is a learning rate, and β r ≥ 0 is a knowledge depreciation rate.
The free capacity of employee j in period t is denoted by a jt , expressed in working time units, where we take the normal working time in one period as a working time unit (j = 1, . . . , m; t = 1, . . . , T ).
For the definition of the objective functions, suppose that for π = 1, . . . , p, vectors
n ) of economic benefits from projects 1 to n are given. The π-th economic benefit value w For the arrays x = (x kjrt ) and y = (y i ) of decision variables, we define two sets of objective functions as follows:
Therein, ∆γ jr denotes the increment of the efficiency of employee j in competency r between the beginning and the end of the planning interval, i. e., the value γ j,r,T +1 − γ jr1 . The objective function f (π) (y) in the first set (2.2) measures the economic benefit in a perspective where the values w
n are assigned to the projects 1, . . . , n. Observe that the value assigned to a project can express different quantities, e. g. profit or turnover, thus providing different evaluations of portfolios and therefore different economic objective functions, which can be analyzed simultaneously. The second set (2.3) of objective functions represents the strategic benefits obtained from the increments of the efficiencies γ jrt over the planning horizon. The objective function g (κ) (x) in this set measures the strategic benefit obtained if the single competencies are weighed by using the weights v
We may take more than one strategic goal into consideration; doing so is expressed by using more than one weight vector, an approach that produces different strategic objective functions.
Constraints represent the following conditions:
• The overall real work time of each employee j in each period t is limited by his/her capacity a jt . Formally:
• The sum of ideal work times (i. e., real work times multiplied by corresponding efficiencies) invested into each work package (k, r) amounts to the required effort d kr for this work package. Formally:
where c ik is 1 if task k belongs to project i and 0 otherwise • Work can be invested into a task k only within the time interval between its ready time ρ k and its due date δ k . Formally: 14 and an Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm 15 were investigated for the metaheuristic approach. Experimental results showed GA's superiority over ACO for those cases in which no additional constraints were present, and ACO's superiority over GA in those cases where additional constraints, e. g. restricting the number of employees per task or defining minimum and/or maximum numbers of projects from certain subsets, were imposed.
In Ref. 11, the investigation was extended to the multiobjective case where (2.2) and (2.3) were treated separately and Pareto-optimal sets were determined. Instead of GA and ACO, corresponding multiobjective metaheuristic solution procedures NSGA-II 16 and P-ACO 17 , respectively, were applied. For the special case involving only two objectives, the lower-level decision problem was solved exactly (using CPLEX) instead of heuristically in order to avoid quality losses which occur when applying the greedy heuristic procedure. The comparison between the GA-based and the ACO-based approach yielded similar trends as in the single-objective case.
Some real-life problems may have too many efficient solutions even for metaheuristic procedures to generate within a reasonable runtime. This situation may be tackled by one of the following measures or combinations thereof. First, a screening procedure may be employed to reduce the number of project proposals by identifying those that are worthy of further consideration. This can be achieved by means of a simple scoring tool (e.g., the one proposed in Ref. 18 ) which is quantitative enough to possess a certain degree of rigor, yet is not so complex as to discourage users, and does not require detailed preference data.
19 Second, planning periods may be extended (e.g., doubled to a length of two months instead of one month) which considerably reduces the scheduling effort in the innermost loop of the optimization problem. Third, the employees may be partitioned into research groups to which appropriate project proposals are assigned (for an related approach see 20) . After solving the corresponding (smaller) problems for each separate research group, identified (sub-) portfolios can be assembled to overall portfolio solutions. Fourth, the generation of nondominated solutions may be embedded into the interactive solution procedure. Starting with a number of efficient portfolios that have been computed with respect to some quasi-random criteria weights 21 the DM's actions (e.g., setting aspiration levels) are then used to guide the search for additional nondominated solutions only in promising areas rather than in the whole efficient set. All the above modifications can be easily implemented. However, they come at the price of missing efficient portfolios because (i) some projects have been falsely deemed to be unattractive during screening, (ii) projects are scheduled later than necessary because preceding projects are not recognized as completed before the end of a too lengthy planning period and/or (iii) synergy effects from collaboration of researchers from several groups may be lost if project proposals are exclusively assigned to such a group. Further, the drawback of computing only some efficient portfolios at the beginning and more during the interactive search lies in reduced usability as, for instance, it may take at least a few seconds after each activity before additional portfolios have been found.
The Interactive Decision Support Tool
Numerous approaches to multicriteria decision support have been proposed since the 1970s. Early mainframe systems focused mainly on mathematical programming and were often of a prototypical nature, lacking a user-friendly interface.
22 During the 1980s, research interest in the behavioral aspects of multicriteria decision making grew, fueling work on interactive methods. Starting from the mid 1980s, advanced graphical methods became technically viable and Visual Interactive Modeling, which had started in the late 1970s, 23 began to appear more frequently on the research agenda, resulting in the creation of several MCDSS emphasizing graphical presentation in the late 1980s and early 1990s (cf., e. g., Refs. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31) . Since then, research interest in interactive graphical methods in MCDSS appears to have leveled off, while the application of MCDSS in various fields became an increasingly active topic (e. g., Refs. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37) .
The interactive decision support tool for competence-driven project portfolio selection presented in this paper is in line with this stream of research. In addition to the innovative application, it also introduces new interactive approaches and applies established graphical methods in novel ways. Our tool does not require any explicit knowledge of the properties of the DM's utility function, but rather employs a two-phase procedure that first identifies efficient portfolios and then allows the DM to explore the solution space and find the individually preferred portfolio. The preceding Sections 2.1 and 2.2 have provided the formulation of, as well as a description of the proper solution techniques for, the underlying multicriteria mathematical optimization problem. The remainder of this section focuses on the subsequent interactive phase of our MCDSS.
If the number of non-dominated portfolios is small, the DM might be capable of comparing all candidate portfolios simultaneously. However, for problem instances of a realistic size, the number of efficient solutions may frequently become rather large (e. g., 36 as in our sample application described in Section 4 or even several hundred portfolios), clearly exceeding the DM's capacity for simultaneous comparison. Our MCDSS therefore offers various mechanisms for exploring available alternatives in a step-by-step procedure.
The most basic representation of the criteria space offered by the MCDSS is a list of efficient portfolios and their respective criteria values in tabular form. The DM can sort the list by any criterion and select individual portfolios to obtain more detailed information, such as executed projects, scheduling, staff assignments, workload statistics, etc. While tabular reports are not generally inferior to graphical representations regarding readability, interpretation accuracy and decision quality, 38 we found that tabular data alone is not particularly helpful for the decision-maker when solving the problem at hand. Here, graphical visualizations offer valuable support as they facilitate the simultaneous presentation of vast amounts of information along several dimensions of the problem.
We therefore investigated the applicability of various alternative techniques for visualizing multidimensional data that have been suggested in the literature so far. A first group of graphical methods we were looking at aims at representing n-dimensional points as dissimilar objects -such as faces 39 , houses 27 , trees or castles 40 , as well as glyphs 41 -whose individual attributes correspond with the respective criteria values. However, it turned out to be difficult if not impossible at all to design user-friendly mechanisms that allow for the interactive manipulation of aspiration levels within these visualizations. We also considered the use of Andrews plots 42 , that represent each alternative as a line defined by a trigonometric function parametrized with the values achieved in the various dimensions. The method is useful for detecting groups of similar points (i. e., clustering), but requires the dimensions to be ordered by importance, because lower frequency terms are easier to interpret from the graph than higher frequency ones. Since we have opted for keeping the amount of required a priori preference information as low as possible it was decided not to follow up with this representation as well. Interactive Decision maps 43, 44 are another interesting visualization technique that can be applied in the framework of multi-criteria optimization. In such maps, several efficiency frontiers of two criteria are depicted depending on the value of the third criterion. The interpretation of the resulting curves largely corresponds to the interpretation of height curves in a topographical map, which facilitates assessment. If the number of criteria that needs to be considered simultaneously is greater than three, several maps can be depicted in parallel. In the case of four criteria, these maps can be aligned by ascending value of the fourth criterion. When five criteria need to be considered, a matrix of decision maps may be displayed. Although in principle, five or an even greater number of criteria can be considered simultaneously using this method (e.g. by animating the maps), this comes at the price of an increased cognitive load imposed on the decision maker. If the number of criteria is large, it will be necessary to fix some of them and limit the analysis to a reduced subset. Another disadvantage of this method is that it does not represent all criteria in a homogeneous way. If five criteria are considered, two are given on axes, two are represented as cells in a matrix, and one criterion is given by color shading. Choosing appropriate criteria to be represented by color shading or as cells would be far from trivial in the context of competence-driven project portfolio selection, as the levels obtained will typically differ in each criterion of each efficient portfolio. While this problem could be overcome by categorizing the levels, this would require the DM to make an important distinction between criteria when deciding which of them to show on axes and as shades/cells, respectively, which we deem undesirable.
After an in-depth analysis of remaining approaches, as well as several discussions with representatives of the EC3, we finally implemented interactive visualizations for portfolio selection based on heatmaps, parallel coordinate plots, column charts and a so-called "competence map". All alternative views are linked together, inasmuch as the DM can seamlessly switch between them while manipulations made in one perspective become visible immediately in other perspectives as well. A default sequence of these views is suggested by the MCDSS, starting with the heatmap-interface, which is helpful in cases involving numerous portfolio alternatives, followed by parallel coordinate plots and column charts. The competence map-interface finally makes it possible to trace the development of the employees' competencies for a single portfolio over time. Note that our observations when applying the MCDSS have supported our initial assumption that there is no single best graphical method for representing the solution space and interacting with it.
Heatmap
Heatmaps are typically used in molecular biology and clinical applications (e. g. for DNA sequence visualization), 45, 46 but are less well-known and less frequently applied in other fields. The term arises from the red to blue color scale that is often used and appears to be the most commonly mentioned in the relevant literature. Cook et al. 45 suggest the term "colored matrix plot" as a more appropriate name, as this kind of visualization is basically a matrix where the cells are colored according to the cell value.
In a project portfolio selection context, we suggest using the rows in the matrix to represent portfolios and columns for each criterion. An example is provided in Fig. 1 . The individual cells are colored according to the relative numerical value achieved by the portfolio in the respective criterion. The relative scale ranges from the poorest (lowest color intensity) to the best performing (highest color intensity) portfolio in each criterion. Clicking the column title labels, the portfolios can easily be sorted by ascending or descending criterion values, which gives the DM a first impression about the distribution of values and may reveal interesting patterns. The user can choose from several color mappings, ranging from simple monochromatic to complex trichromatic (e. g., the red-yellow-green "stop light" scheme).
To exclude portfolios, the DM may impose constraints on each criterion by specifying reservation levels as upper or lower limits, thus excluding all portfolios that do not achieve a value in the desired interval. This can easily be achieved by right-clicking a cell and selecting "Set as minimum" or "Set as maximum" from the context menu, respectively. 
Parallel coordinate plot
Heatmaps provide a proper first overview but they are not the best way to visualize the distribution of values due to their lack of geometric interpretability. 45 A parallel coordinate plot is more suitable both to grasp the distribution of values and to make more detailed comparisons from a smaller set of individual portfolios.
47, 48
In parallel coordinate plots, criteria are represented on separate axes that are laid out in parallel. A portfolio is then depicted as a profile line that connects the points marking values achieved in each criterion. When multiple portfolios are selected, the profile lines are superimposed, which allows for convenient comparison. A relative scale where zero represents the value achieved by the portfolio performing poorest in the respective criterion is used on each axis. The markings for each portfolio then indicate the percentage "gain" with respect to this "weakest" portfolio (i. e., a value of 100 means that the score of the portfolio is twice as high as that of the portfolio with the lowest value in this criterion). Fig. 2 provides an example. Patterns such as positive or negative correlations can easily be identified in criteria laid out next to each other.
To enable the DM to interactively explore trade-offs and state his/her preferences, an interval bar is rendered on each axis. Using the mouse-pointer to click the top or bottom region of this bar, the user can move the upper and/or lower bounds (i. e., reservation levels) by dragging the mouse. While a dragging operation is under way, the profile lines of all portfolios that remain in the candidate set at the current bar position are marked green while all excluded portfolios are marked red, which immediately gives the DM feedback about implicit sacrifices in other criteria.
Interactive column chart
The most accurate, but also least holistic, perspective on the set of efficient portfolios is provided by an extended column chart, which shows the absolute values achieved by one or several selected portfolios as columns on multiple parallel axes; Fig. 3 demonstrates such a chart for a single portfolio with index 3, represented by green columns indicating the level achieved for each criterion (exact numbers are displayed as soon as the mouse cursor points at a bar).
By selecting multiple portfolios, the DM benefits from receiving more detailed information on the pattern of the criteria values in the selected portfolios, allowing him/her to compare them directly against each other. However, this comes at a price: the number of portfolios that should be put side-by-side in one chart is typically limited to about five or seven, as it becomes quite difficult to properly distinguish between the columns if more than seven are displayed. Other than that, the mechanism of further restricting or expanding the set of remaining portfolios works similarly to that described above for the parallel coordinate plot. Once again, (blue) interval bars are used to control constraints imposed on each criterion. While dragging the upper or lower limit of an interval bar, red areas in other interval bars provide the DM with immediate visual feedback about implicit tradeoffs to be made.
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Fig. 2. Interactive parallel coordinate plot
These areas show changes in the range of achievable values due to changes in the set of candidate portfolios fulfilling the requirements imposed by the DM. Thus, while moving some minimum or maximum limits in one criterion, the effect of the DM's current choice on all other criteria are shown. When the DM completes a dragging operation by releasing the mouse button, the target intervals of all criteria are adapted so that they range from the lowest to the highest value of the remaining solutions. Additionally, green horizontal marks for those portfolios that are still in the candidate set and gray marks for excluded portfolios, each representing a value achieved by a portfolio, help the DM to grasp the distribution of values.
Competence map
All techniques described so far support the DM in exploring the solution space and identifying preferred candidate portfolios based on their objective values. In addition, techniques are required that provide deeper insight through visualizing the prospective competence development within an organization for single portfolios. To this end, we have developed a novel method, i.e. the so-called competence map. It extends the heatmap concept to the employees' level and, furthermore, allows the visualization of competence development over time. Here, rows are referring to employees while columns still are referring to competencies. Cells are colored with respect to the competence value of the respective employee, with a higher color intensity corresponding to a higher competence level. Fig 4 shows a snapshot for an example with ten employees and five groups of competencies labeled I to V.
In using the competence map-view the DM not only is provided with a good overview of current competence levels and their distribution within the organization, but also may track the expected development for the currently selected portfolio in a quite holistic, yet also easily comprehensible way. To this end, the DM can choose to play an animation showing the evolution of competencies to the planning horizon, analyze the development "frame by frame" (i. e., period by period) or select individual periods from a drop-down box. Thus, the distribution of competencies among employees becomes apparent, revealing whether certain competencies are highly concentrated (i. e., there are few highly competent experts) or distributed more evenly. This visualization may provide an overview of the current state as well as of the possible future development of human capital within the organization, yielding valuable insights for the strategic management of competencies.
In some situations, the DM might be more interested in competence gains and losses over time than in absolute values. To gain a clearer understanding of these A MCDSS for competence-driven project portfolio selection 13
Fig. 4. Competence map [animated]
relative changes and make better judgments about their strategic implications, the DM then may switch the map to a relative scale. In this mode, green cells signal competence gains and red cells show areas in which competence is lost while the color intensity corresponds to the extent of gains/losses with respect to the initial competence level.
Sample Application
This section describes the application of our MCDSS in a real-world setting provided by the Electronic Commerce Competence Center (EC3) Austria. The EC3 is a public-private partnership institution funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and the City of Vienna, as well as by twelve private enterprises (e. g., T-Mobile, Tiscover, Swarovski Crystal Online). By embedding innovation practices into a collaborative network consisting of both the three major universities in Vienna (i. e., the University of Vienna, the Vienna University of Technology and the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration) and the company partners, the EC3 strives to implement a fast and problem-tailored transfer of knowledge into its business partners' realm of production and value generation. To this end, some 15 FTEs (full time equivalents) of permanent research staff are assigned to four working groups dealing with (i) the creation, exploration and understanding of large information spaces, (ii) logical models, designs, and mechanisms of interoperable Web-based systems, (iii) empirical business analyses using formal quantitative methodologies and modeling techniques, and (iv) the evaluation of business ideas and models, including empirical analysis of customer needs and further methods of market research.
As a first step in problem formulation, competencies relevant at the EC3 had to be identified. A fine-grained taxonomy encompassing 80 professional and methodological competencies organized into nine classes was therefore elaborated through a multi-level definition process involving all of the organization's employees. 49 Simultaneously, a model for measuring current competence levels was developed. This model combines 56 competence indicators based on both objective evidence in terms of formal qualifications and professional experience and subjective evidence, viz. competence ratings by peers, the scientific director, and the researcher him-/herself.
A total of 28 researchers -including the heads of the research groups, the scientific director, and several freelancers, in addition to the 15 permanent researcherswere surveyed via e-mail in order to collect the objective and subjective evidences. The competence score for each researcher in each competence was then computed by summing up the contributions of all objective evidences a researcher holds, adding a score derived from the subjective competence ratings and normalizing the result to the interval [0,100]. Learning and depreciation rates were defined assuming that learning by experience is faster than depreciation (for a discussion cf. Refs. 50, 51, 52). For the time being, no distinctions were made between the competencies, except for several methodological competencies that were supposed to grow and diminish more slowly.
Data on 18 potential projects (two of which consisted of two tasks, while the others involved only one task each) was gathered from project plans and through estimating the effort required in each competence. Nine different competencies were required per task and the project duration was about 12 months on average. The planning horizon was set at 24 months. The amount of third-party funding was provided as a measure of economic gain. Researchers' disposable capacities were estimated and additional constraints limiting the maximum number of researchers per task were introduced.
For the sample application at the EC3 six objectives were selected: two monetary (viz. generated partner value, third-party funding received) and four competence objectives, each of which is a weighted combination of ten (out of a total number of 80) individual competencies (cf. sets of Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), respectively).
The problem definition phase resulted in an input file that can be processed by the MCDSS. Using a Pentium M 760 (2GHz), a Pareto front was established in less than 5 minutes using the meta-heuristic solution procedures described in Section 2.2, or after 15 minutes when performing a complete enumeration of all portfolios. In both cases, an identical set of 36 efficient Pareto-efficient portfolios was identified. This is a comparatively small number, given that randomly generated test instances of similar size with respect to the number of projects and competencies yielded several hundred efficient portfolios. Here, the small number may be attributed to the relative homogeneity in competence requirements of candidate projects, to correlation in objectives, and to the very low variation in two of the objectives (viz. software engineering and eBusiness Models). This low variation is caused by a lack of available candidate projects requiring the respective competencies; this finding by itself may be of interest to the DM. Upon termination of the solution procedure, the result is automatically opened in the MCDSS tool for analysis. On the right-hand side, interactive visualizations described in Section 3 are presented to the DM. By default, the heatmap perspective is displayed when opening a file, as it is commonly the most suitable type of visualization to start with. As noted earlier, the list of portfolios is linked with all graphical representations, which allows the DM to select a portfolio from the list to highlight or select it in the interactive diagrams. Vice versa, when interacting with the graphics, the table is continuously updated to reflect the impact of the DM's actions.
A minimum amount of third-party funding is considered critical by the DM. He therefore sorted the portfolios by ascending values by clicking the criterion label in the chart and imposed a minimum requirement by right-clicking a cell representing a value that is just acceptable and selecting "Set as minimum". The list of candidate portfolios was thereby shortened from 36 to 24.
A closer inspection of the resulting heatmap depicted in Fig. 6 makes clear that the same competence level is reached in the Software Engineering objective in most remaining portfolios. The reason for this might lie in the fact that there are few projects that require this competence, or that the existing competence levels are too low to execute most projects that require it. In either case, the opportunity cost of maximizing "Software Engineering" competence is high as the development of other competence objectives is rather poor in the portfolio that maximizes it. One can also observe that the "eBusiness Models" score achieved is the same in all remaining portfolios except one, which requires the DM to trade off third-party funding and this competence.
After imposing minimum requirements considered indispensable by the DM, he/she can use the parallel coordinate chart to gain a better understanding of the distribution of values in the remaining portfolios, thus getting a better picture of the range of available alternatives. Switching the perspective by clicking a toolbarbutton and selecting all portfolios resulted in the screen shown in Fig. 7 .
The large number of remaining portfolios causes overplotting, which makes it hard to identify the lines of individual portfolios even though the line below the mouse pointer is highlighted. However, at this stage of the decision-making process, A MCDSS for competence-driven project portfolio selection 17 Fig. 7 . Sample application: interactive parallel coordinates plot a holistic view of the solution space is more valuable than detailed comparisons of individual options. The DM can drag the blue interval bars to interactively explore interdependencies and tradeoffs between criteria. The effects of the action currently considered (indicated by the mouse pointer position during a dragging operation) are displayed in real-time by marking all lines of portfolios that would currently be excluded from the candidate set red while leaving all others green. Our DM considered imposing a constraint on the "Data Science" competence level and, thus, received immediate feedback on how this action will impact other criteria (see Fig.  8 ). After the DM released the mouse button, 16 candidate portfolios remained.
Having already reduced the number of candidate portfolios substantially, the DM switched to the more detailed, but less holistic interactive column chart, which shows the values achieved by individual, selected portfolios as columns. While similar to the parallel coordinate plot, this type of visualization makes it easier for the DM to compare individual portfolios, but still allows him/her to experiment with constraints. Fig. 9 shows the screen while the DM was dragging the interval bar for criterion "Partner Value". Releasing the mouse button at the current position reduced the set of candidate portfolios to only five. Note that the y-axes do not have a common scale, as this chart depicts the absolute values, which are not comparable across criteria. To avoid cluttering up the diagram, individual axes for each criterion are not shown in Fig. 9 .
With only few portfolios remaining, each of them can be inspected more closely. In particular, the DM may compare assignments of researchers to projects, their individual workloads, the distribution of competence gains among them and temporal differences in the competence development. Assignments and workload are displayed as when the DM double-clicks a portfolio. Fig. 10 shows the state of competence development in one of the remaining portfolios in the final phase. (Note that the names of researchers have been made anonymous.) During this phase, the DM has opted to show changes in competence instead of absolute values in order to get an impression of the organization's relative competence development. This visualization also illustrates whether gains are distributed evenly among researchers and competencies, or if they are concentrated in particular areas.
Conclusions
While project portfolio selection already constitutes a challenging decision problem, our paper highlights two additional factors that contribute to the complexity of the problem at hand: (i) scientific staff has to be properly assigned, which has a particularly strong influence on the scheduling in the short-run and the competence development in the long-run, and (ii) schedules for the selected projects have to be generated considering both financial and competence-related resource constraints. We tackle this problem through a two-step procedure. Firstly, a multicriteria mathematical programming approach has been formulated that allows to determine efficient project portfolios (if necessary, by means of meta-heuristic solution procedures). In the main part of this paper, we then have focused on providing visualization and interactivity in the succeeding selection phase. To this end, A MCDSS for competence-driven project portfolio selection 19 Fig. 9 . Sample application: interactive column chart -dragging operation our MCDSS offers several alternative interfaces capable of supporting managers in finally finding their individually "best" portfolios. Feedback from the system's practical application at the EC3 suggests that the MCDSS provides valuable insights and offers a rational basis for the strategic selection of research projects.
Regarding limitations, the hardest one we experienced was related to the availability and quality of input data. However, this difficulty is not unique for our approach, but rather holds for all other approaches as well; nevertheless, it confines the applicability of formal decision support approaches to those cases in which the necessary information is available. It should also be mentioned that the explicit assessment of competencies within an organization is a challenging task that may easily face resistance or opposition from the side of the employees and can, if done in an incautious way, turn out as a source of considerable tension. We took this point very serious. In our opinion, an MCDSS of the proposed type can only be expected to be proli?c if the employees recognize advantages for themselves in its application so that they are interested in its well-functioning. We investigated this question in detail in a (partially empirical) study Ref. 53 . Main results were that the opportunity of participation in the project proposal process can be a major incentive to support a system of the mentioned kind, and that the data privacy issue has to be given considerable importance when implementing the system.
Deriving "better" data in terms of both quantity and quality (e.g., by means of decision conferencing 54 ) therefore constitutes a valuable field for further research. With respect to low quality data and uncertainty of project data ideas from robust portfolio modeling 55, 56 or contingent portfolio programming 57 , respectively, may be considered; for a review on more recent developments in research on resource allocation decisions see Ref. 58 . Next, ideas from group decision-making 59 and negotiation analysis 60 might be integrated in order to elicit preferences from multiple stakeholders and to propose proper (e. g., fair) compromises. As far as the graphical interfaces are concerned, their respective advantages and limitations (e. g. regarding interpretation accuracy, decision speed, the DM's confidence in his/her decision etc.) and their applicability in various phases of the decision process needs experimental investigation. Finally, aspects such as interactive problem formulation, data management and sensitivity analysis in the MCDSS -all of which we have largely disregarded -still need to be addressed.
